

The CURB CUT SOLUTION

The Handi Curb ramp is a low cost solution to ADA compliance 
for curb cuts. This adjustable ramp allows traffic from all sides to 
ease up onto a curb. At any location, the Handi Curb ramp can 
be easily installed where curb cuts are needed. Its heavy duty 
steel construction is made for durability and longevity. The product 
features a powder coated finish to keep the  Handi Curb looking 
new and rust free. Hinges along the seams of the ramp allow it to be 
adjusted to fit any curb at a variety of heights. A nice benefit of the 
ramp is that it is light enough to be moved by a two man crew in a 
matter of minutes to any location in where a curb cut is needed.

 The Handi Curb ramp is strong enough 
to withstand the weight of vehicles.
 

Non Skid Surface
The Handi Curb ramp is made of reinforced  
steel and stainless steel hinges. The surface 
of the ramp is a high traction raised button 
material that maintains its traction through 
ice, water and snow. 

ADA Compliance
The design of the Handi Curb ramp complies with Section 
4.7.6 of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and 
will enable building owners and municipalities to create 
access for people in wheelchairs without having to 
schedule a construction crew or hire contractors to pour 
new concrete for a curb cut. These ramps are available 
for purchase or for short term rental while waiting for a 
construction crew to complete concrete reconstruction. 
The side wings allow safe access on-to and off-of a 
curb.
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The Handi Curb’s high traction material makes it 
easy to maneuver in wheelchairs or on foot.

The Handi Curb ramp’s sloped design leaves it 
flush against the curb and unobtrusive to traffic.
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Additional Uses for handi Curb Ramp
Not only is the Handi Curb ramp the perfect solution for 
communities to solve their ADA (Americans with Disabilities 
Act) needs, the ramp also promotes safety for other members 
of society. Mothers with strollers, children on bikes, people 
on rollerblades, and other pedestrian traffic also benefit by 
not having to jump curbs to access the street and adjacent 
sidewalk.

The Handi Curb ramp lets mothers with 
strollers and bike traffic easily access 
sidewalks without having to jump the curb.  

Our temporary sidewalk replacement kit is made for any 
situation where a piece of sidewalk has been torn up. This ten 
by three foot sheet of high traction aluminum can be bolted 
into place across the sidewalk gap to create a temporary 
walkway. This temporary walkway helps foot traffic cross 
over potentially hazardous areas with ease. The sidewalk 
replacement kit is a low-cost temporary solution to costly 
sidewalk repairs and potential liability.
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